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. Will hold canvases up to   
 271/2" high

. Height of bench:  18"

. Length:  411/2"

. Sitting Area:  211/2" x 131/2"

. Weight:  Approx. 30 lbs.

. Wheels on back for easy   
 transportation

. Folds up and secures with  
 2 polypropylene straps 
 (3' 10") with sewn on no   
 slip buckle.

. Drawer:  2 COMPARTMENTS
 (L)16" x (W)6" x (D)13/4"
 (L)16" x (W)15/8" x(D)13/4"

. Storage Area:  
 (L)271/2" x (W)9" x (D)21/8"

Height & tray 
adjustments unlock 
easily, yet lock into 
place & stay locked 
because of the 
Wedge-lok System. 
The metal plate 
features wedge-cut 
edges that conform 

to the wedge-cut sections of the hardwood. 
When the knob is tightened, the inward 
tension pulls the metal plate snugly against 
the wood for a solid lock. 

Slide Guides 
make angle and 
height adjustments 
on Best easels 
smooth. These 
circular graphite 
impregnated plastic 
inserts are used 

wherever there is a slot in the wood of the 
easel. This part allows for smooth movement 
and protects the hardwood from the metal 
bolt.

You will find no better bench. This combined bench and easel is perfect for the painter who wants to transport it into the 
field. It folds up beautifully and is easy to transport because of the wheels. The built in storage areas are perfect for all 
your drawing and painting supplies.  

 Easel Assembly -  Caballo Easel

1.) Unfold legs and stand up. Be sure legs are fully extended.

2.) Loosen black knobs on side by hinges, carefully lift back off drawing board. Support leg will unfold as you lift.    
 Loosen black knob on support leg, adjust to desired angle and tighten black knobs.

3.) Carefully pull out drawer located on the end, take out mast and replace drawer.

4.) Insert mast into drawing board. Slightly rounded end should be up. Thread into 2nd gutter, other edge to be used for  
 paint trays. To adjust the height of mast, lift mast and tighten black knob at the back of the drawing board.  

5.) Finally, take 2 paint trays(1 Large, 1 Small) out of storage area below drawing board. Attach large paint tray first by  
 loosening black knob, thread on to front gutter of mast, lower to desired height. Repeat for small paint tray.  
 Your easel is now ready to use.
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